TrashcanManager
Admin tool for the Alfresco trashcan.

Automatic purging process after a configurable period of time through the
ecm4u TrashcanManager.
The supervision and management of deleted documents is one of the numerous tasks of an Alfresco administrator. In
most cases this „management” will look like this: the system reports that there is „no space left on device”, whereupon
the administrator quickly empties the whole trashcan. In doing so, the content is deleted in an undifferentiated and
irrevocable way – possibly including a number of files that have been deleted accidentally by users just the day before.
In addition, one usually has to wait a considerable period of time until the deleted space can actually be used for storing
new files.
The ecm4u TrashcanManager sees to it that this
situation will never occur: the module deletes files in the
Alfresco trashcan automatically and continuously after
an adjustable amount of days – full storages due to
brimful trashcans will be a thing of the past.
The TrashcanManager lets you configure the period of
time after which documents shall be deleted in the
trashcan. With this approach, you can rest assured that
deleted documents can be restored from the trashcan
within this period of time (e.g. 30 days). The automatic
purging process can be cancelled at any time.
A graphical user interface also lets you execute the
purging process manually if required.
The ecm4u TrashcanManager eliminates full storages through an automatic purging process, which is configurable
by the user.
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ecm4u TrashcanManager and many other Alfresco solutions made by various suppliers
can be ordered on www.ecm-market.de, the marketplace for Alfresco solutions.
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